Instructions for Putting-Away Soccer Nets at Curtis Field
October 9, 2007
Coaches:
It is very important to keep the shed in order. If you have the last game of the day you
need to put away the goals, lock them if you have a key, and make sure the nets from
the goal end up in the right bag with the anchors, hammer and velcro in the bag. The
bags are then to be placed on the shelves towards the back of the shed to the
left. There are shelves marked U-12 and U-10. This way the coach who has the first
game of the day the next weekend will be grabbing the right bag with the correct size
nets and there will be anchors, velcro and a hammer in the bag.
The last coach of the day also empties the garbage into the bin in the large parking lot
near the junipers.
Please do not throw nets in the shed with out putting them in a bag.
•
•
•
•

U-6 and U-7 goals should be put away neatly against the wall of the shed with
the cross bar put up on the bar above the goals.
U-8 goals are slid in on the right of the shed with the nets to remain
attached.
U-10 nets are stored two nets/bag along with 4 stakes & a hammer. There
are two sets of Orange nets & one White set. The White set actually fits the
U-10 goals, so if the white net on your goal looks baggy, it is a FULL SIZE
net & must be replaced by the proper size net. Put the net bags on the U-10
shelf at the end of the day.

Lets all make it easier for the next person who needs equipment.
It will save people spending hours cleaning up the shed on Saturdays.
Thanks for your help.
Tricia Biocini
SCYSL President

